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WHITE PAPER 
= INTRODUCTION = 

MULLER UPVC CO., LTD., a Turkish company 
doing business worldwide, Manufacturer of 
UPVC Windows and Doors, Would like to 
introduce MULLER TOKEN as the solution 
against the most common problems that we 
and our customers met in the past. 
 
• Payments by the customers from abroad 
● Payments by our Thai company to buy 

goods in Turkey 
● Payments for any other spare parts from 

Europe  
● High taxes and expensive fees for abroad 

payments  
● Salaries for our foreign employees 
● Appreciation gifts for our cooperating 

companies 
 

Our solution for all the problems is our token 

 

MULLER TOKEN (MUL) 



= WHO WE ARE ? = 

MULLER UPVC CO., LTD. has been operating in 
Thailand since 2014. We grow fast by getting 
many great, happy customers and we ares still 
trying to improve ourselves in many ways.  

We would like to introduce ourselves to you. 

 

 

 

BEDRAN SINCAR  

Owner  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAREK SLIWINSKI 
Director 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ZEYNEL YURTSEVER 

Project Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



= MULLER TOKEN INVESTORS 
BACKGROUND = 

 

MULLER UPVC company is not alone to 
improve and invest for MULLER TOKEN, we 
have many partners in Thailand and abroad 

especially in Turkey and Germany. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.elin.com
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http://www.elin.com.tr/
http://www.elin.com.tr/


= MULLER TOKEN INVESTMENTS TASKS = 

 

MULLER TOKEN is built on ETHEREUM 
blockchain as an ERC-20 token. We would like 

to make MULLER TOKEN the prior payment 
method with our customers, employees, 

suppliers and investors, so we want to make 
sure that our MULLER TOKEN is safe for 

everyone who decide to invest. 

It is our unwavering goal in the process of 
building muller token by making it a 

cryptocurrency that reassures its investors 
and maintains its value and reputation 

permanently. Starting with our own company, 
making MULLER TOKEN a secure payment 

tool for other companies to trade 
internationally is our undisputed primary goal 

and manifesto. 

To improve our safety there is also plan to jump 
to our OWN BLOCKCHAIN. 

Payment applications will be created to make 
MULLER TOKEN transfers even easier and 

smoother. 

With the launch of our own blockchain mainnet, 
we will be able to have an infrastructure 



supporting NFTs that are rapidly developing 
and attracting attention in the cryptocurrency 

ecosystem. Thus, within a year, we will have 
created an ecosystem that exists in the world 

of payments and NFT space, where the 
cryptocurrency ecosystem is most 

concentrated. 

 

= MULLER TOKEN TASKS = 

 

● PEER to PEER payment for abroad 
company supplies 

● PEER to PEER payments for our 
customers 

● PEER to PEER salary payments for our 
foreign employees 

● Savings on foreign transactions 
● Possibility to collect MULLER TOKEN 

as loyalty points by our customers 
● Investment OPPORTUNITY for all the 

community 
● Improve MULLER UPVC CO., LTD. 

Investment sector 
● MULLER TOKEN will be listed on few 

Trading platforms like GATE.IO , MEXC 



Global, BINANCE, BITKUB and more, to 
improve accessibility for our Investors  

● Creating a structure that supports 
NFTs with the transition to our own 
blockchain. 

 

 

= RISK TAKEN = 

● ETHEREUM token that supports OUR 
project is one of most stable on the global 
Market, any price changes can be slightly 
reflect on MULLER TOKEN PRICE 

● MULLER TOKEN it’s still very new, and 
there is still risk for investors because of 
price fluctuation, especially for short term 
investors. 

● Payment are non-refundable if sent to bad 
wallet address, or mistaken sent to not 
proper person. 
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